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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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It doesn't show up. I payed for it. I asked for help on every steam\/uplay\/far cry channel available...no response what so ever. I
think this is just some kind of stupid joke or a way of just stealing money from thrusting costumers...really, really bad.. The
main thing I look for in a game is the fun factor. If the game is entertaining and I have a blast playing it, then I consider it to be
a winner. Chicken Assassin: Reloaded does just that. For a mouse-clicker, the game has a surprising amount of depth and
customization. Check it out.. Need more Vinty :). The way to play this game is with Idle Master ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). igual minha vida
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Really fun game. I wish it was free so I didn't have to pay ;c

Anyways still fun. I had a good ol 4 hours until I was bored lol :3. Blamelessly good xD. dev seems to be gone. This game is
better than its reviews - especially in 2-player coop. That is where it really shines.. Cute graphics but not so great at different
resolutions. Gets really boring really fast. Annoying puzzles.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=UOq9p1jaovk. Great parkour game but wish there was more levels. If you like SEUM or
clustertruck you'll love this. Thanks for the good game bud keep em comin, their great. I played the MOBA mode. This game
doesn't tell you any info at all. None of the classes have any descriptions on what they do, or statistics on what their health,
attack speed, attack damage, etc. The perks you buy have a lack of description because you don't know what perk should go
with what class. If you just simulate the game, you lose 90% of the time. However, if you manually play it, just group 5 mid and
run it down for an easy win. This game really missed the mark on the management aspect of the game. i think its a nice VN, but
abit too short. Got it for a cheap price so worth it.. Cool little demo. I don't think the game is worth $9.99.
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